
COMPACT
Mobile point of sale dedicated to most outside locations. Fold canopy (type of awning)
guarantees cover in a very sunny places, and it’s also carrier of Mini Melts® brand
communication. The total area needed to install a complete point of sale is approx. 2 m2 +
optional stock – 2 m2.

WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT VOLTAGE WATTAGE

71 cm 177 cm 217 cm 220-240 V 0,36 kWh

www.minimelts.eu
minimelts.cy@gmail.com

MINI
Point of sale dedicated for internal locations such as supermarkets, ice-cream shops, coffee
shops, indoor activity centres, aquaparks. It can be used to sell Mini Melts® in prepacked cups
with spoon.

WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT VOLTAGE            WATTAGE

66 cm 106 cm 170 cm 220-240 V 0,36 kWh

KIOSK

Typical sales kiosk suitable for independent functioning in all conditions. The kiosk can be locked 
externally. The kiosk can be transported using a dedicated trailer with a lift.

WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT VOLTAGE

MINI GLASS
Point of sale dedicated for internal locations such as ice-cream shops, coffee shops, indoor
activity centres, aquaparks. It can be used to sell Mini Melts® in baseball cups, paper cups.

WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT VOLTAGE             WATTAGE 

66 cm 106 cm 130 cm 220-240 V.           0,36 kWh

WATTAG
E

Ball ice cream! - offer cooperation
The sale and storage of Mini Melts products takes place only in special facilities with a 

temperature of -3O°C. Prices are without VAT.

220 cm 220 cm 300 cm 220-240 V 0,78 kWh



Price list of products and accessories

Equipment of sales stands

Recapitulation

Small portion 60 g: purchase price, including accessories, excluding VAT 1,08 € - recommended selling price to the end 
customer 3,5 € incl. VAT
Large portion 80 g: purchase price including accessories, excluding VAT 1,43 € - recommended selling price to the end 
customer 4,5 € incl. VAT

•high freezing equipment K-300 - point of sale

•deep freezer GLE - warehouse / on request 
yes/no
•box rack
•baskets 4 pcs./boxes 8 pcs
•serving spoons 12 pcs
•partitions for boxes
•box lids
•closing clamps for bags
•coin tray

•box for spoons
•cap rack
•price list

5,00 € + VAT

0,03 € + VAT

0,20 € + VAT

0,03 € + VAT

0,14 € + VAT

0,10 € + VAT

38,00 € + VAT

Paper cup
[portion 60 g, packaging: 1000 pcs/carton]

Plastic cap 8 colors
[portion 80 g, packaging 300 pcs/carton]

A plastic spoon
[packaging 250 pcs/carton]

ECO cap
[portion 80 g, packaging 1000 pcs/carton]

Wooden spoon
[packaging 250 pcs/carton]

Cap 3 colors
[100% cotton]

Pack of Mini Melts
big bag [2,4 kg]

FREE shipping / subject to logistic minimum of 6 bags [2.4 kg] Mini Melts.
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